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ORDNANCE PAYLOAD
While flying into foreign territory at longer ranges, the F-35C will also be able to provide ground forces with a greater weapons payload. In reference to combined arms integration, MCDP 1-0 states, "MAGTF's deliver desired The Marine Corps will achieve this "depth"
with the F-35C because of its internal weapons payload of eighteen thousand pounds --three thousand pounds more than the F-35B. 7 The aircraft carrier variant is capable of carrying a pair of two thousand pound bombs in its internal weapons bay, while the STOVL variant is limited to one thousand pound bombs. 
ON-STATION TIME
The ability to provide longer periods of air support is critical to supporting the ground forces. The F-35C, because of its greater internal fuel load, will have more time to service the needs of the ground forces. Along A longer time on station gives the ground element time to link ground situational awareness with that particular strike aircraft, resulting in a higher probability of kill.
Operating two different variants from aircraft carriers and ZARRA 7
from expeditionary airfields will combine the strengths of both variants in conducting combat missions, and will ultimately give the Marine Corps more time to project power ashore.
TACAIR INTEGRATION
Having a variant similar to the Navy will allow the 
